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1. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental property of the set of Dirac Young measures is its
denseness in the set of all Young measures when the underlying measure
 w x.space is nonatomic e.g., see 11, Theorem IV.2.6; 6 . In what would
appear to be its most general form, this result was stated for a completely
w xregular Suslin space of control points 3 . Moreover, a simple observation,
stemming directly from the proof of the result, states that such denseness
of the Dirac Young measures is maintained under a finite number of
w xcertain integral functional inequalities 3, Corollary 3 . For this reason a
recent characterization of L p-Young measures by M. Kruzõk andÆÂ
w xT. Roubõcek 9, Theorem 1 is not as new as is claimed by them: it followsÂÆ
quite simply, in a much more general and abstract form, from the density
result just mentioned. L p-Young measures are Young measures that have
w x a finite pth moment, and the cited result from 3 reproduced as Theorem
.2.1 below entails that such finite pth moments can be maintained in their
approximation by Dirac Young measures. Moreover, as already demon-
w xstrated in 5, Theorem 9.4 , it is actually possible to maintain finiteness of a
superlinearly growing function of the integrands that figure in the integral
functional inequalities mentioned above. This gives a quite related limiting
w xbang-bang result of M. Valadier 10 as another corollary.
2. MAIN RESULTS
 . Let V, A, m be a finite measure space here finiteness can be turned
into s-finiteness, but finiteness is more convenient to treat uniform
.integrability . Also, let S be a completely regular Suslin space. A Young
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measure from V into S is a function d from V into the set of all
 ..  .  .  . .probability measures on S, B S such that d ? B : v ¬ d v B is
 .  .A-measurable for every B g B S . Here B S stands for the Borel s-alge-
bra on S. A Dirac Young measure from V into S is a Young measure d for
which there exits a function f : V ª S such that
d v s e [ Dirac measure at the point f v .  .f v .
for each v g V; the function f is then measurable from V into S and we
denote d by e . The set of all Young measures from V into S is denotedf
 .by R [ R V, A, m; S and the set R of all Dirac Young measuresD
 04 0consists of e : f g L . Here the parametrization is by means of L , thef S S
 .   ..set of all measurable functions from V, A into S, B S , and R can be
seen as a sort of completion of L 0 when we identify L 0 with R ,S S D
Introduced in this way, Young measures are nothing but transition proba-
w xbilities, i.e., measurably parametrized probability measures 1, 2.6 . A
 .normal integrand on V = S is a A = B S -measurable function g :V = S
 x  .ª y`,q ` such that g v, ? is lower semicontinuous on S for every
v g V; a normal integrand g is integrably bounded below if for all v g V,
 .  . 1 winf g v, x G f v for some f g L . The set of all integrably boundedx g S R
x w x w xbelow normal integrands on V = S is denoted by G G . By 1, 2.6 thebb
expression
I d [ g v , x d v dx m dv .  .  .  .  .H Hg
V S
 xis well-defined in y`,q ` for every d g R and g g G . Observe thatbb
for d s e g Rf D
I e s J f [ g v , f v m dv . .  .  .  . .Hg f g
V
The following convergence notion subsumes both the classical narrow
w xtopology for measures on a topological space 1, 8 and the usual topology
w x  .for Young measures 11 : d in R is said to converge narrowly to d inn 0
 .  .  .R notation: d « d if lim inf I d G I d for every g g G . Corre-n 0 n g n g 0 bb
spondingly, the narrow topology on R is defined as the weakest topology
for which all functionals I , g g G , are lower semicontinuous; see alsog bb
w x4, Theorem 2.2 for several equivalent definitions of this topology.
Results on the denseness of R in R are classical in Young measureD
w xtheory 11, Theorem IV.2.6 ; nonatomicity of the underlying measure space
is crucial for such results to hold. The following quite general version is
w x w xCorollary 3 from 3 ; cf. 5, Chap. 9 for even more general versions.
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w x  .THEOREM 2.1 3, COROLLARY 3 . Suppose that V, A, m is nonatomic.
 4 For any finite collection g , . . . , g in G the subset e : f g1 m bb f
0  . 4   . 4L , max J f F 0 of R is dense in the set d g R:max I d F 0 .S j g D j gj j
 .COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose that V, A, m is nonatomic. For any finite
 X X 4collection g , . . . , g , g , . . . , g in G and any d g R such that1 m 1 m9 bb
max I d F 0 and max I X d - q`, .  .g gj ij i
 . 0there exists a sequence f in L such that e « d andn S f n
sup max J f F 0 and sup max J X f - q`. .  .g n g nj ij in n
 . X .Proof. For each i define g g G by g v , x [ g v , x yi bb i i
 .  .  .  .X XI d rm V ; then I d - q` is of course equivalent to I d F 0. Byg g gi i i
 .  .Theorem 2.1 there exists a generalized sequence i.e., a net f with then
stated properties; in case A is countably generated, this can be taken to be
a sequence, because then the narrow topology on R is semimetrizable.
The case of general A can be reduced to the previous one by a well-known
conditional expectation argument with respect to the sub-s-algebra of A
 . w xthat is generated countably by d ; e.g., see the proof of Lemma A.3 in 2 .
Q.E.D.
w xThe above result generalizes 9, Theorem 1 , where V is a subset of
Euclidean space, A is the Lebesgue s-algebra, m Lebesgue measure,
d X X  . < < pS [ R , and m s 0, m s 1. Namely, by setting g v, x [ x it follows1
 . w < < p  .  .xX dthat to any d g R with I d [ H H x d v dx dv - q` there cor-g V R1
 . 0  .dresponds a sequence f in L with e « d and sup J f [n R f n g nn 1
< < psup H f - q`. In a converse direction, it is obvious that for anyn V n
 . < < psequence f with sup H f - q` the narrow convergence e « dn n V n f nw < < p  .  .x  . < < pXdimplies that H H x d v dx dv \ I d F lim inf H f - q`.V R g n V n1
 . w xObserve also that the convergence property in formula 3 of 9 results
wfrom a well-known Fatou]Vitali property of narrow convergence 2, Theo-
x  .  .rem I : if e « d in R, then lim inf J f G I d not only for g g Gf n g n g bbn
 .which is by definition of narrow convergence , but also for any g g G
   ...such that g ?, f ? is uniformly integrable. Finally, it should be observedn
p w xthat the definition on an L -Young measure in 9 is unnecessarily indirect
in that it implicitly involves an application of Prohorov's theorem for
w xYoung measures 2, Theorem I , which has the rather undesirable effect of
introducing narrowly convergent subsequences in that definition.
Remark 2.3. Corollary 2.2 can be sharpened for those integrands
X .  .g v, x that do not essentially depend on v ; index these by I. Then f ini n
Corollary 2.2 can be chosen in such a way that, next to the properties
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already stated in Corollary 2.2,
sup max J X f - q` .G o < g < niigIn
for some nondecreasing convex continuous function G : R ª R suchq q
 .that lim G t rt s q`. This follows immediately: For each i g I thet ª`
 . X .  .  .Xinequality I d - q` states that the function v ¬ H g x d v dx isg S ii w xintegrable. Thus, by the Vallee]Poussin theorem 8, II.22 there exists aÂ
 .Xfunction G with the properties as stated such that max I d - q`,ig I G o < g <i
so the result flows obviously from Corollary 2.2.
p w xIn terms of the definition of L -Young measures in 9 this means that
p  .  < < p.one can replace L -bounded sequences u by sequences with uk k
 w x .uniformly integrable, if so desired in Section 2 in 9 this plays a role .
Another application is the following generalization, of a so-called limiting
w x bang-bang result of M. Valadier 10, Theorem 4 in terms of our general-
ization, this concerns a special Young measure d of the form d [
N a e , where the a are measureable convex coefficients and the fks1 k f k kk0 .dare in L .R
w x  d.COROLLARY 2.4 5, Theorem 9.4 . Let d g R V, A, m; R be such that
< <x d v dx m dv - q`. .  .  .H H
dV R
 . 1  .dThen there exists a sequence f in L such that f con¨erges to bar d inn R n
 1 ` .  .  .d ds L , L and f v g supp d v a.e. for all n.R R n
Here bar d : V ª R d is the barycentric function of d , defined by bar
 .  . .  .dd v [ H xd v dx and supp d v denotes the support of the probabil-R
 .ity measure d v .
 .Proof. Observe that F : v ¬ supp d v is a measurable multifunction
 d.the proof uses the Lindelof property of R . Hence, the graph of F isÈ
 d. w x d Xcertainly A = B R -measurable 7, III.13 . Set S [ R ; let g , g g G1 1 bb
 .  .  .  .be given by g v, x [ 0 if x g F v , and g v, x [ q` if x f F v1 1
X  . < <and g v, x [ x . Note that the latter integrand only depends on x. By1
 . 0 dCorollary 2.2 and Remark 2.3 there exists a sequence f in L suchn R
 .  .  .Xthat e « d , sup J f F I d s 0, and sup J f - q` for somef n g n g n G o < g < nn 1 1 1
nondecreasing convex continuous function G : R ª R such thatq q
 .  .lim G t rt s q`. The former implies immediately that all J f aret ª` g n1
 .  .  .Xzero, which is equivalent to f v g F v a.e. By J f [n G o < g < n1
 < <.  . H G f dm, the latter implies that f is uniformly integrable by theV n n
w x.converse of the Vallee]Poussin theorem 8, II.22 . Hence, e « d im-Â f n
plies, by the Fatou]Vitali property of narrow convergence mentioned
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above, the weak convergence of the corresponding barycentric functions,
 .  1 ` . w  .  .d di.e., f converges to bar d in s L , L apply lim inf J f G I dn R R n g n g
 .  . d xto g v, x [ 1 v y ? x, where ? is the inner product in R .A
Q.E.D.
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